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Collusion Attack Resistant Watermarking Scheme for
Colored Images using DCT
Vikas Saxena, J.P Gupta

Abstract- Image watermarking with both insensible detection

and high robustness capabilities is still a challenging problem for
copyright protection up to now. This paper presents a new
scheme for hiding a logo-based watermark in colored still image
which is inherently collusion attack resistant. This scheme is
based on averaging of middle frequency coefficients of block
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients of an image. It is
different from earlier schemes based on middle frequency
coefficient by mean of high redundancy, to sustain malicious
attacks. Experimental results show the robustness of the
proposed scheme against the JPEG compression and other
common image manipulations.

Index Terms- Collusion attack, Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT), Image watermarking, JPEG compression.

I.

INTRODUCTION1

With digital multimedia distribution over World Wide
Web, authentications are more threatened than ever due to the
possibility of unlimited copying. So, watermarking
techniques are proposed for copyright protection or
authentication of digital media.
Many watermarking methods for images have been
proposed [1]- [4].
More and more researchers are joining this area and
number of publications is increasing exponentially. Most of
the work is based on ideas known from spread spectrum
communication [5] which is additive embedding a pseudonoise watermark pattern and watermark recovery by
correlation [6]. Cox et al suggested using the DCT domain [6],
which has been extensively studied because this is the
transform used in JPEG compression. Further advantage of
using DCT domain includes the fact that frequency transform
is widely used in image and video compression and DCT
coefficients affected by compression are well known.
This paper proposes an efficient use of middle-band
coefficients exchange to hide the watermark data. This paper
uses the idea of Middle Band Coefficient Exchange which was
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discussed by Koch and Zhao [8] and further explained by
Johnson and Katezenbeisser [9]. Later Hsu and Wu also used
the DCT based algorithm to implement the middle band
embedding [10]. Further one more efficient collusion attack
resistant scheme has been presented based on middle-band
coefficients exchange [42].
Collusion attack is the severe problem for some
applications of watermarking like fingerprinting which
involve high financial implications. So while designing a
watermark scheme we are taking this attack as a prime. [43][45]
Our main motivation behind selecting middle-band
coefficients exchange scheme as a base is that this scheme has
proven its robustness against those attacks which any how do
not affect the perceptual quality of an image such as JPEG
compression.
Section 2 discusses the background studies. Section 3
describes the proposed method and section 4 discusses the
results.
II.

PRELEMINARIES

Classical Middle-band based algorithm interchanges only
one pair of coefficients and is quite robust against JPEG
compression and common image manipulation operations but
vulnerable to collusion attack.
A. Middle-band Coefficient Exchange Scheme
The middle-band frequencies coefficients (FM) of an 8x8
DCT block are shown in Figure 1.
FL is used to denote the lower frequency coefficients of the
block, while FH is used to denote the higher frequency
coefficients. FM is chosen as embedding region to provide
additional resistance to lossy compression techniques, while
avoiding significant modification of the cover image. First we
take 8x8 DCT of original image. Then two locations DCT (u1,
v1) and DCT (u2, v2) are chosen from the FM region for
comparison of each 8x8 block. We should select the
coefficients based on the recommended JPEG quantization
table shown as Table-I. If two locations are chosen such that
they have identical quantization values in JPEG quantization
table, then any scaling of one coefficient will scale the other
by the same factor to preserve their relative strength. Based on
Table-I, we observe those coefficients at location (4, 1) and (3,
2) or (1, 2) and (3, 0) are more suitable candidates for
comparison because their quantization values are equal. The
DCT block will encode a “1” if DCT (u1, v1) > DCT (u2, v2);
otherwise it will encode a “0”.
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So, instead of embedding any data, this scheme is hiding
watermark data by means of interpreting “0” or “1” with
relative values of 2 fixed locations in FM region.
The coefficients are swapped if the relative size of each
coefficient does not agree with the bit that is to be encoded [8]
[9].
Swapping of such coefficients will not alter the
watermarked image significantly, as it is generally believed
that DCT coefficients of middle frequencies have similar
magnitudes. Further, we can improve the robustness of the
watermark by introducing a watermark “strength” constant k,
such that DCT (u1, v1) – DCT (u2, v2) > k. If coefficients do
not meet these criteria, we modify by the use of random noise
to then satisfy the relation. Increasing k thus reduces the
chance of detection errors at the expense of additional image
degradation [8] [9]. Purpose is that larger coefficients should
remain larger even after lot of compression because their
relative values decide the decoding of the watermark data.
While extracting the watermark, we again take the 8x8
DCT of image, decode a “1” if DCT (u1, v1) > DCT (u2, v2);
otherwise it will decode a “0” to form the watermark.

B. Limitation of Middle-Band Coefficient Exchange Scheme
Experimental results show that Middle-Band Coefficient
Exchange is quite efficient against JPEG compression,
Cropping, Noising and other common image manipulation
operations. But above scheme has one serious drawback. If
only one pair of coefficient is used (say (4, 1) and (3, 2)) to
hide the watermark data then it is vulnerable to collusion
attack. By analyzing 4 -5 watermarked copies of image, one
can easily find out that these coefficients always have a certain
pattern and attacker can predict the watermark as well as
destroy it.
C. Why Collusion Attack should be Considered
If attacker has access to more then one copy of
watermarked image, he/she can predict/ remove the watermark
data by colluding them.
Fingerprinting is the well known watermarking application
area. Researchers working on this particular area should
primarily focus on the “collusion attack”. Even Network
Technology research Center claims on their website that they
pay at least equal attention to watermark attacks/counter-
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attacks as watermark designs[43]. To facilitate pirate tracing
in video distribution applications, different watermarks
carrying distinguishing client information are embedded at
source. If a few clients requesting for the same source data get
their differently marked versions together, they may collude to
remove or weaken the watermark leading to what is
commonly called “collusion attack”.
Collusion attacks are powerful attacks because they are
capable of achieving their objective without causing much
degradation in visual quality of the attacked data (sometimes,
visual quality may even improve after attack.).
In their paper “Multi-bits Fingerprinting for Image”,
authors focused on collusion attack for fingerprinting
application [44]. They states that the main difference between
watermarking and fingerprinting is that different copies for
each customer can be produced. This point is very helpful for
attackers. Attackers compare several fingerprinting copies and
find the location of the embedded information and destroy it
by altering the values in those places where a difference was
detected.
One more work, specially conducted against collusion
attack can be found as “Collusion-resistant watermarking and
fingerprinting (US Patent Issued on June 13, 2006)” [45].
D. Collusion attack resistant Scheme.
In [42], authors have presented one simple extension of
classical middle band coefficient exchange scheme to make it
collusion attack resistant by swapping 4 pairs of middle band
coefficients instead of one pair along with correlation with low
frequency coefficients. Results are promising. But this scheme
covers only gray level images and if we compress the
watermarked image using JPEG compression with quality
factor less then 20, then watermark data starts disappearing.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Proposed watermarking scheme is defined as 6-tuple (X,
W, P, G, E, D):
Figure 1: Frequency regions in 8x8 DCT

1. X denotes the set of instances of a single colored image (Xi,
0≤i≤N of size M1xM2 which has to be protected), as we will
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watermark the image every time differently to sustain
collusion attack.
2. W denotes the monochrome watermark logo of size L1xL2;
3. P denotes the set of policies Pi , 0≤i≤N; where each Pi is the
set of 4 coefficients from FM region of any of R,G or B color
channel. ( each Xi will have a unique Pi associated with it)
4. G denotes policy generator algorithm
G: DCT (Xi) ÆPi;
5. E denotes the watermark embedding algorithm
E: Xi x W x Pi ÆXi’;
where Xi’ is watermarked image.
6. D denotes the watermark detection algorithm
D: Xi’ x PiÆ W’;
Where W’ represents extracted watermark.
While watermarking, we watermark each copy of image
differently. There are 22 middle band coefficients in 8x8 DCT.
By saying “Policy” we mean that for every copy of image,
along with the average of middle band coefficients, there will
be 4 unique middle band coefficients as well as color channel
used to hide the watermark. So for every copy of image, those
4 coefficients will vary. This is what we call Pi for each Xi..
To generate Pi, we are simply selecting 4 coefficients
randomly out of 22 coefficients lying in middle frequency
band of 8x8 DCT and taking the average of rest 18
coefficients. Then we hide the watermark data by using the
relative value between this ‘average’ and chosen 4
coefficients. So, we can watermark 22C4=7315 copies of a
single image such that no two watermark images have same
policy of watermark (even if we use the same color channel to
hide the watermark for every copy of the image). One such
policy, which we are using in our experiments, is
P i={(5,1), (4,2), (6,3) and (5,4)} in Blue channel.
While embedding, we convert W into a string of “1”s and
“0”s. Each 8x8 DCT block of Xi will hide one bit of W four
times.
A. Policy Generator(G):
First we take 8x8 DCT of the input image. Then we
randomly select any 4 coefficients out of 22 coefficients for
each copy of image to be watermarked from one of the R, G or
B color channel.
B. Embedding algorithm(E):

Each 8x8 block of image is used to hide 1 bit of
watermark logo. We take a monochrome image as a logo
which can be interpreted as a 1D-array of “1” and “0”.
Our embedding algorithm is based on averaging the
coefficients of FM region. We can fight against collusion
attack by swapping more then one pair as discussed in [42] but
if attacker is ready to loose some quality, he/she can disturb all
the coefficients in FM region. Therefore, even if we introduce
redundancy with randomness, our watermark data may still be
attacked. So we are proposing that attacker can not alter the
“average” of coefficients of FM region badly as it will heavily
impact the quality of image. So, we are hiding “1” or “0” by
the relative values of 4 coefficients with the average of
coefficients of FM region and along with this we are

introducing randomness and redundancy so that our scheme
can guarantees the robustness against collusion attack.

Embedding algorithm steps are:
1) Convert monochromatic watermark W into a string of
“1”s and “0”s;
2) Take 8x8 DCT of cover image Xi;
3) Generate Pi ( i.e. choose one color channel and then
randomly select any 4 coefficients from FM region of its block
DCT);
4) For each block repeat step 5 to 7;
5) Calculate the average “Av” of remaining 18 middle
band coefficients (Unlike classical scheme which swap one
pair of middle band coefficient, we are taking 4 coefficients
and each is compared with the average.);
//Now like classical middle band scheme, relative size
between average Av and chosen 4 coefficients in step 3 will
interpret “0” or “1” of watermark data.//
6) a )Hide “0”: For all 4 chosen coefficients in step 3,
assign the value of coefficients which is ‘T’ less then the
average
b) Hide “1”: For all 4 chosen coefficients in step 3,
assign the value of coefficients which is ‘T’ greater then the
average; and
//Here ‘T’ indicates the strength of watermark analogous to
‘k’ discussed in section 2.1//
7) Take IDCT to reconstruct the watermarked image Xi’.
C: Watermark detection algorithm (D):
Watermark extraction is reverse procedure of watermark
embedding. To extract the watermark from the watermarked
image, we calculate average “Av” in same way as in
embedding algorithm. Owner should have a record of all
policies used to watermark the image. Based on “policies”;
owner of the image can recover watermark using following
rule:
1) If at least 1 out of 4 chosen coefficients are less then
average, Interpret “0”and;
2) If at least 1 out of 4 chosen coefficients are greater then
average, interpret “1”.
So, even if values of few coefficient of FM region alter
because of DCT and IDCT, we can decode “1” or “0” based
on single coefficient.
IV. RESULTS
We have tested our scheme on 3 test images lena, mandrill
and pepper of size 512x512 in Windows 24 bit BMP format.

Figure 2: Test images of lena, mandrill & pepper.

(Courtesy: Eric Van Bilson Audiovisuality, http://www.bilsen.com/ )
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Table-II:PSNR of extracted watermark after JPEG compression
PSNR(DB)
Lena
Watermarked
with T=150

Mandrill
Watermarked
with T=150

Pepper
Watermarked
with T=150

Q=80

39.9987

37.0185

39.9987

Q=60

39.9987

34.98135

39.9987

Q=40

24.57225

14.51025

25.20285

Q=20

21.92385

12.26715

21.3678

Quality
factor

Table -III: PSNR of extracted watermark logo from watermarked
test images after attacks

B. Performance against JPEG Compression
We applied JPEG compression on watermarked image
(generated by keeping T=150) with different quality
parameters.
Table-II summarizes the PSNR of extracted watermark
after JPEG compression. It is clear from Table-II that even if
at Q=20, quality of extracted watermark is very fine and logo
is quite detectible.
C. Performance against common image manipulations
We have conducted following image manipulations to
watermarked test images and extract the watermark:
Attack-1: Equalize the Histogram.
Attack-2: Apply uniform scaling (Zoom).
.

Figure 3. Watermark logo used

Lena

34.67

Mandrill

28.06

Pepper

32.25

Figure 4:

34.6
7
28.0
4
32.0
7

28.04
30.78

34.6
7
28.0
4
32.4
8

34.6
7
28.0
4
31.7
8

Gaussian Blur

BrightnessContrast
Adjustment
34.67

Gaussian Noise

We design a scheme which is inherently collusion attack
resistant. As every watermark copy will have the different
“policy”, attacker can not predict the watermark location and
watermark data by colluding many copies of watermark
image. Owner ( watermark embedder) always has a record of
different policies used to embed the watermark and can always
extract the watermark data by supplying different policies
while extracting a watermark from attacked watermark image.
So after ensuring that our scheme is collusion attack
resistant, we now need to check that our proposed scheme is
robust against known attacks and common image
manipulations as follows:

Hue-Saturation

A. Robustness against Collusion attack

Zoom

PSNR (DB)

Histogram
Equalization

As discussed in Section 3.2 we can decide the watermark
strength by setting a parameter ‘T’. By increasing the value of
‘T’ we can make our watermark more detectible but in that
case original image will degrade more. Our experiments
suggest that T=150 is the optimum value for ‘T’ in image
imperceptibility versus robustness tradeoff.
We are using “Blue” color channel to hide the watermark
data. Bossen et al.[46] have stated that the watermarks should
he embedded mainly in the blue color channel of an image.
The human eye is least sensitive to change in blue channel.
But it is found that suitability of color channel to be used is
dependent on the image itself. Here we suggest that the color
channel which should be used can be found on the basis of the
amount of the color present in the image or on the basis of
histogram of each color channel (i.e. color with spreader
histogram should be given priority).
When we are hiding the watermark in the test images using
T=150, there is no loss in the perceptual quality of the images.
Figure 4 shows the extracted watermark from watermarked
copy of lena, mandrill and pepper at T = 150 which is not
attacked or manipulated at all.
All results are found using MATLAB and all image
manipulation are done using Adobe Photoshop. To measure
the quality, we are using Peak Signal to Noise Ration (PSNR).

34.67
28.04
31.10

Extracted watermark from watermarked lena, mandrill
and pepper images respectively at T=150.

Attack-3: Adjust the brightness to +40 and contrast to +25
Attack-4: Adjust the hue and saturation to +10 each.
Attack-5: Add 10 % Gaussian noise.
Attack-6: Blur the image using Gaussian blur with 1 pixel
radius.
Our proposed scheme sustained all the attacks and quality
of extracted watermark logos is very fine.
Table-III
summarizes the PSNR of extracted logo from all test images.
We are also showing the recovered logos. It is clear that
recovered logos are quite detectible. Figure 5 shows the
recovered logos from attacked images.
V. COMPARATIVE STUDY
We have compared our scheme against JPEG compression
with other similar methodologies which are well known for
their robustness against JPEG compressions. We are giving a
brief description of those methodologies. We have purposely
selected these methodologies for comparison because all these
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Table-IV : PSNR of extracted logo from highly compressed
watermark test images using various schemes.

Schemes

Scheme-A

Scheme-B

Scheme-C

Scheme-D

PSNR (DB)
Lena
8.723
7.67
4.5
4.222
3.45
2.32
4.323
4.11
2.234
16.305
15.585
14.13

Mandrill
7.89
7.12
4.324
4.587
3.87
2.2
4.565
4.249
2.229
10.845
10.62
10.29

Pepper
8.12
7.988
4.657
3.987
3.95
1.97
4.33
4.12
2.1
13.335
12.885
11.4

by keeping the main idea of this scheme intact. We are naming
this scheme as Scheme-B

Figure 5: Recovered logos from attacked images

schemes and our proposed one are similar in nature. We reimplemented the following schemes as they were not
originally for colored images. We have made the following
scheme for watermarking the colored images and hide the data
in BLUE channel.
A. Scheme-A (Correlation based Techniques)
The most straightforward way to add a watermark to an
image is to add a pseudorandom noise pattern to the
luminance values of its pixels. Many methods based on this
principle have been suggested by researchers [11-27]. A
pseudo-random noise (PN) pattern W(x, y) is added to the
cover image I(x, y), according to the equation shown below in
Equation 1.

I w ( x, y ) = I ( x, y ) + k * W ( x, y )

JPEG
Quality
Factors
Q=15
Q=10
Q=05
Q=15
Q=10
Q=05
Q=15
Q=10
Q=05
Q=15
Q=10
Q=05

(1)

In Equation 1, k denotes a gain factor, and IW the resulting
watermarked image. Increasing k increases the robustness of
the watermark at the expense of the quality of the
watermarked image.
To retrieve the watermark, the same pseudo-random noise
generator algorithm is seeded with the same key, and the
correlation between the noise pattern and possibly
watermarked image computed. If the correlation exceeds a
certain threshold T, the watermark is detected, and a single bit
is set. This method can easily be extended to a multiple-bit
watermark by dividing the image up into blocks, and
performing the above procedure independently on each block.
For comparison purpose, we name this scheme as Scheme-A.
B. Scheme-B (The Classical Middle Band coefficient exchange
schema)
As original scheme is for gray level image, we have
converted it to watermark the colored image in blue channel

C. Scheme-C
Scheme proposed in [42] is also based on middle band
coefficient exchange scheme and collusion attack resistant.
This scheme swaps 4 pairs of coefficients in FM region in
correlation with low band coefficients. We are naming this
scheme as Scheme-C
We are naming our proposed scheme as Scheme-D
D. Comparative study results
We found that all the above schemes are robust against
JPEG compression attack but if we compress the watermark
images by low quality factors ( less then Q=20 ), our proposed
scheme outperforms the other schemes discussed above. We
compressed the watermarked test images by keeping JPEG
compression quality factor Q=15, 10, and 5. No scheme other
than the proposed one was able to extract the watermark logo
which is detectible.

Lena

Mandrill

Pepper

Q=15

Q=10

Q=05

Figure 6: Extracted logo using proposed scheme from high JPEG
compressed watermarked test images.
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Table-IV summarizes the PSNR of extracted logo from
highly compressed watermark test images using various
schemes. Figure 6 shows the recovered watermark logos using
our proposed scheme from highly compressed watermarked
images.
Therefore, our scheme is not only inherently collusion
attack resistant but also enhances the performance. Results
indicate that proposed scheme recovers the watermark even
from an attacked image which is compressed up to Q=5
quality factor of JPEG (i.e. after 95-99% size reduction). In
addition to this, the proposed scheme is resisting common
image manipulations like cropping, scaling, flipping,
histogram equalization, brightness- contrast adjustment, Huesaturation alteration, Gaussian noise and Gaussian blur
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a scheme for image watermarking
based on average of middle-band coefficients of DCT domain.
Experimental results prove that proposed scheme is robust
against collusion attack as well as outperforms other schemes
against JPEG compression. It also sustains the common image
manipulations. Further research may be conducted on the
suitability of color channel based on image characteristics
itself.
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